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The digital practice was born of new behaviours: you can inform yourself differently than reading the papers; you can take 
part in events through mailing lists, blogs or social networks. The media keeps for the time being its traditional functions but 
due to the technological changes it always creates new functions. Our curiosity is focused on the interaction created. The 
dangers of the online press create a tension between the traditional media and the new technologies of mass communication. 
This concerns the very existence of written versions or only the public type, the discursive types? The evolution of the media 
should focus on the goals they propose, on the means which are at their disposal and on their target audiences. The material 
constraints express themselves through traditional forms of journalistic genres, different time scales, gaps and especially 
through the relations of communication between the journalist and the reader constantly in change. The adaptation of writing 
is closely related to the new relation journalist – reader. Should we invent new rhythms of writing? What type of information 
must be revealed in the online form of the written press? Should it be different in order to keep, multiply or vary the public? 
This work aims to give the answer to the questions mentioned by using the appearance of two Romanian national newspapers 
and their online counterparts written versions for a week. In terms of journalistic discourse, there are certain gaps. This study 
aims to highlight the changes in discourse and the transformations of journalistic language practices between the two types of 
media. As far as we know, his type of comparative study for the Romanian press has not yet been performed.
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1. Introduction
The information revolution carries profound changes in various areas including the media which 
becomes a segment change in several directions. From collection to dissemination of information through 
processing, the journalism, through its son the cyberjournalism, undergoes a mutation more or less severe. And 
this concerns all the media, whether visual or prints. The funeral prophecy already heard in previous technical 
advances with the advent of radio and television has been previously issued, regarding also the future of print 
media: it runs the risk of decay and disappearance. 
«The communication is a general phenomenon of the human society which includes different types and 
genres of discourse, always in an intentionality of mutual understanding and influence» states Patrick Charaudeau 
[1] in one of his studies on the discourse analysis.
The discourse of media information assumes a device which in the opinion of Patrick Charaudeau 
includes « a mixed production instance including various stakeholders, each with clearly defined roles» [2].
Following the words of Patrick Charaudeau, we continue with the media discourse and we place it among the 
general discourses with a specificity regarding the transmission medium and the audience. In our case, it’s about 
the differences caused by the transcription of the media message on the Internet and another type of public 
receiver that will impose other ways of designing and transmitting the texts.
But the experience, the tradition has always given us the answer: the new media don’t replace the old 
ones; they provide new ways of consumption of the information, a proper design which will complement the 
former offers. The press, radio, television consider the development of the Internet a way to diversify and get a 
second wind. For the Romanian press, this new life will be found among the younger generations who don’t like 
reading but still use their laptops, iPads, connections to the Internet, in any situation.
In order to transpose ourselves in the context of our research, we will propose to see, to find the answers 
to some questions: (a) The main actors in the media or the journalists, are they willing to take ownership of the 
Internet? (b) The Internet can help the Romanian newspapers improve their financial profitability? (c) How 
effective are the programs which promote Internet in the Romanian press? (d) Is there a substantial readership for 
the online press in Romania? 
1.1. Revolution of the information or/and evolution of the journalism? 
The revolution of the information which implies the convergence of media technology changes the 
traditional principles of the practice of journalism; starting with the search techniques and continuing with the 
processing and dissemination of information or by considering the journalist's relations with its public, the 
revolution of web 2.00 caused profound changes in media framework. The Internet is a huge database available 
to all Internet users (see reader) who can get the raw information directly without going through the journalist or 
interacting directly with the author of the article. “If the migration of the press from paper to cyberspace takes 
place at a pace almost frenetic, the boundaries of this new journalism - cyberjournalism or multimedia journalism 
-are still unclear”1.
On the Internet, the product "information", the news are in search of their brands (mainly editorial and 
economic of course) and the journalist is seeking a new identity. Indeed, the rules of the profession can change or 
should change. The print media seems to be very fruitful in terms of Internet initiatives. Serge Guérin notes that 
"paradoxically it is the press and the book, these ancient media that demonstrate the greatest alacrity face of the 
new broadcasting techniques and presentation of the imagination (…). Far from killing the print, the emergence 
of multimedia and the Internet seem to give it a second life” [3].
1 See Cyriaque Paré’s study on the use of Internet in the Francophone African press; the same happens with the contemporary Romanian 
press.
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1.2. Birth of the online journal or the continuation of the information         
According to Cyriaque Paré’s [4] research the first real experience of an electronic journal is that of the 
American local daily San Jose Mercury News which launched in 1993 an electronic version. But since then, the 
movement went very quickly. We must always consider that for the electronic edition of a newspaper, it 
overcomes the constraints of distance and availability and the readership becomes wider. The first steps in the 
development of the online press were made by some quasi-static pages: the logo and the address of the 
newspaper. But this minimalist conception of the electronic newspaper disappears to make room for products that 
actually operate the advantages of multimedia with the launch of illustrated texts of audio and visual elements.
One of the biggest differences is that the journalist has now before him an unlimited editorial space. It can thus 
satisfy various levels of interest: (a) the rushed readership seeking fast and effective information but who doesn’t 
need a very precise piece of information, collected on the surface, (b) the researcher looking for specific 
information who will dig deep the documents, online archives. The major advantage of the informational web 
that forms on the Internet is the hyperlink. With the hypertext, there is the possibility for the reader to choose 
between the conventional linear reading and performing an individualized browse according to his needs: he isn’t 
obliged to read an article from beginning to end, but he can at any time seek a connection to another piece of 
information mentioned in the read article. Therefore, the traditional rule of writing an article according to the 
"five W" or the inverted pyramid is no longer valid in the context of an online article. 
In fact up to now there isn’t a guide for specific journalistic writing on networks, but it is easily to notice 
that a lighter presentation of information is displayed. 
1.3. Interact with its audience: a revolutionary media
As far as the interaction with the readership is concerned, the online journalism is indeed a revolutionary 
media in comparison with the traditional media that are (almost) unidirectional, with a message transmitted from 
the transmitter to a receiver. The possibility of return / response message is actually quite small in comparison 
with the immediate and visible response of the online reader. The reader may possibly send his comments or 
request additional information to the email address of the journalist who signs the article. Sometimes, newspapers 
have introduced in order to exploit this benefit of surveys, focus groups, testimonies things that can get closer to 
the expectations and concerns of the reader.
2. The Continuous Flow Of Information                
The cycle of work / production of 24 hours is seen in online journalism disrupted. The journalists are 
forced to update the information continuously. But this permanent update is one of the biggest assets of the print 
press: it can now hold over other media due to its immediacy. The major change consists in modifying the timing 
that was well determined (delivery of items, correction, page layout, looping, distribution, etc.) and which is now 
in a different logic. We see at this time a fluid shifting media, which has no "deadline": the information must be 
constantly updated. 
Thus, the journalist’s way of writing is necessarily influenced: instead of writing about passed events to the 
future, the journalists of new media relate the events as they occur. “But it is also supposed to see the danger of this 
overload information, a genuine form of pollution: the pollution of the brain by overload information», warns Joel 
de Rosnay mentioned by Cyriaque Paré. In this idea we can even mention the great loss of an online journalist: he 
has lost much of its persuasiveness, the distance he could take to analyze the information, to put it in perspective.
Ignacio Ramonet [5] specifies that the term "journalist" etymologically means "the analyst of a day". This means 
that the journalist is supposed to analyze the topics of the day that might be interesting for readers. The journalist 
doesn’t have the time to analyze, to search for deeper information, for real links between the facts, to filter, verify, 
compare, because if he loses too much time to do so, his colleagues will treat the subject before him. The electronic 
journal can’t be a simply reproduction of the printed newspaper, even without new final rules of journalistic writing.
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The cyberjournal must make use of all the resources of the Web: multimedia, interactivity, and even certain 
universality in the sense that it must be designed for a universal reader.
                      
2.1. The online press: a new media?    
The history of the print media has imposed the newspaper as the media that has the ability to analyze 
and contextualize the facts reported by the others. Francis Ball [6] wrote six years ago that "if they want to win 
the loyalty of more readers, the webzines should acquire assets of more credit, while respecting notably the 
recognized disciplines of the journalism."
                                                                                               
3. The Written on the Screen: Constraints and Freedoms of the Journalistic Writing on the Web 
Page                                                      
As mentioned by Boyer and Lochard [7] in their study on media communication, the media 
communication is constrained, among other things, by the "communication channel" which is borrowed. The 
discursive forms of production (or even journalistic genres) will be thus affected by the "different temporalities" 
with gaps more or less important with the event and finally by separate "communicative relationships" thinks 
Michele Catroux [8].
3.1. The information and communication contract. The question of journalistic writing
One of the first questions we might ask concerns the type of information presented by journalists on the 
Internet. The information visible on the Internet will be more complete and reliable? Two problems arise: that of 
writing and that of the reliability of sources. In the United States and France, some have already concluded that 
the classic inverted pyramid, guided by the five questions, called the "5W" suffers a substitution in the case of the 
cyberjournalism. These principles are substituted with hyperlinks, leading to various levels of information, and to
different angles in the same article. Concerning the reliability of information, there are two types of reactions 
coming from the professionals. Some believe that this instrument would allow the journalists to find spaces of 
confrontation of opinions, but others point out that not all the sources on the Internet are equal. In general, it is 
believed that the field surveys remain the most valid and that the reliable sources can be complemented by 
research on the Internet. Some also point to the existence of specific standards when writing for the two supports 
which can be summarized in the following table:
The distinctions that can be done on both types of journalistic writing - paper and electronic journal are 
included in the following table [9]:
Fig. 1 Distinctions
A second very important issue for journalists and broadcasters concerns the competition existing 
between the two types of media, print and online. These are generally considered media competitors. For us, the 
two media are at this moment complementary: the explanation is that there are still readers dedicated to print but 
younger readers accustomed to manipulate the computer have access to the online press. The online journals have 
sometimes an interesting and innovative approach, which goes beyond the transposition of the paper. Therefore, 
Paper Electronic journal 
x Very long texts
x The inverted pyramid, guided by 
the five questions, called the "5W"
x Internet as a complementary 
source to traditional sources of information
x Very short texts
x Hyperlinks, various levels of 
information, different angles in the same article
x Titling is very important to allow 
the reader to select the most interesting information 
for him
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the readers attached to traditional media give us the certainty that online media are not a real source of 
competition. So, the Internet won’t disrupt the profession of the journalist and the substance of his professional 
work, even the discursive terms in their general categories, but this tool will accompany the change that will be 
done over time.
                                       
3.2.  Reading practices and receipt of the online and print press                 
The Internet is considered a functional tool, a diversification tool complementary to traditional sources 
of information. The transition from old to new is a period which combines inherited practices and new practices.
Thus, the use of a new technique relies certainly on the use of a prior technique. For the moment, the Internet 
emerges as a complement and not a substitute for the traditional sources of information. Thereby, the act of 
reading and writing a journal on the Internet is considered an act associated with the reading and writing of a 
printed newspaper and not a substitution.
A quick poll among the Romanian readers regarding the habits of reading the newspapers, allows us to 
place the receiving / reading of the electronic newspaper between two concepts: identity and otherness. The terms 
of defining the two types of reading are in conflict all the time: to an (a) exhaustive, (b) detailed, (c) attentive, (d) 
slow, calm, (e) concentrated, (f) instructive reading is opposed an (a1) individual, (b1) targeted, (c1) selective, 
(d1) quick, (e1) crosswise, (f1) technical reading of the web newspaper. Generally, we find that the online 
newspapers are not entirely read: the reading is done in two stages, with a fast scan, and then the search for 
specific articles. It is therefore a selective reading, sometimes made on the surface and in few situations detailed.
This practice is dominant: the site is usually "skimmed through", and then follows a detailed reading on a theme. 
“The site is quickly skimmed through and then texts are selected based on personal criteria: interests, business 
needs” [10]. The purchase of the paper explains, however, the attachment to print. On the other hand, the 
newspaper on the Internet represents an extension of the printed newspaper.    
                                                         
4. Case Study: the “National Newspaper” and “Free Romania” (“Jurnalul mDĠLRQDO” and 
“România lLEHUă”)                                                                                     
The two newspapers we have tried to follow in order to define our object of study are two daily 
Romanian newspapers of general information: “-XUQDOXO QDĠLRQDO´ and “5RPkQLD OLEHUă” (The National 
Newspaper and Free Romania). The stories of these two newspapers are not similar, there is a difference of 116 
years regarding their birth but the current conditions of appearance were the main reason for this study. It 
concerns many financial, editorial and economic variations which have influenced both papers. Some groups of 
investors have changed the editors, the techniques of appearance by changing simultaneously the types of 
readership, readers' expectations as well as their online appearances. The national newspaper is marked by the 
tabloid format while Free Romania has undergone a transformation with the help of foreign specialists in May 
2010. Their public is similar with regard to age, but the format requires a different type of reading. That is why 
Free Romania prefers less pictures and lots of comments while The National Newspaper is always highlighted by 
pages full of suggestive photographs for the items covered. The topics are similar; the only difference is made by 
the way of treating the subject. Back to our interests, first of all we must clarify that the week analyzed, from 16th
January 2012 to 20th January 2012 was unfortunately marked by protests of the Romanian population, protests 
which sometimes were violent, the reactions being motivated by the measures of austerity taken by the Romanian 
government. So the pages of both newspapers will be full of comments, personal stances regarding the Romanian 
street revolts. This event has really affected the position of the political forces as well as the public forces and of 
course the media’s stances in general. At this occasion, the online editions continually updated the news whereas 
the paper editions described, analyzed the declarations of the politics, representatives of the civil society, citizens 
interviewed in the street or questioned through the online platforms of the newspapers.  The turmoil of the events 
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imposed to the two versions of newspapers an attitude more active than usual regarding the main differentiation 
between the paper version and the online version of the same newspaper: the updating of information.      
                                            
4.1.  Adaptations of the written                                                                                     
In the following lines, we will try first to specify the main differentiations which are compulsory during 
the transition from the written to oral; then we will try to underline the differences appeared during the week 
covered by this study. The journalistic writing transposed on the website cannot be conceived as the pure and 
simple way of posting online paper articles without further processing except a visual mise-en-scene. In fact, it’s 
about inventing new rhythms of writing requested by the passage from the writing to the screen. The familiar 
pattern of writing in inverted pyramid can be adapted to cyberspace. While all academic writing begins by 
exposing the problem, followed by a detailed discussion of the various options considered and the methods used, 
to lead the reader to the explanation of the results, and finally explain the conclusions, the journalists of all kinds 
have long adhered to the opposite approach. Thus, the articles begin with a presentation of the conclusion, 
followed by evidence supporting this conclusion and only in the end there is the contextualizing information.
This style known as the inverted pyramid style returns the traditional pyramid. This type of writing gives a key 
asset to the newspaper articles: the reading can be interrupted at any time without risking missing the main 
message. On the Web, the inverted pyramids become primordial since we learned from several studies made on 
people’s habits that they tend to read only the top of the screen and only a reduced number scroll through the 
entire text. Only the interested readers will search for the entire article. One of the biggest advantages of online 
news is the possibility to include in the online articles links to other pages with additional information or with the 
extension of the article to avoid the linear tiring scan of the print media. This avoids the systematic use of 
additional information within the same article. Older articles still present on the site, or available in the archives, 
will provide contextual information at the request of the reader according to his needs of information. Therefore a 
new scheme emerges, scheme which B. Grévisse (1998) [11] describes as a fishbone structure or a snail-shell 
structure that eases the informational hierarchy of classical writing. The units of texts proposed are short, 
according to the modular design: the documents are divided into independent modules suitable for all the 
compositions. The creation of modules allows the development of infinite networks of information associating 
former elements with more recent ones.
4.2.  A new structuring of relations                                                                                                                        
The terms used in answers to the questions that we have addressed during our short survey to describe 
the similarities or the differences between the two editions are nearly identical. They allow us to place the 
reception of the electronic journal between two concepts: identity and otherness. On the one hand, readers do 
recognize the differences; on the other hand, they are unanimous when they think the differences are still very 
small. The questions we asked to the interlocutors [12] are: "Do you read Romanian newspapers? ", "How many 
times a week do you read the online news? ", "Are there any similarities between the online version and print 
version of the newspapers? ", "What are the differences between the written versions of the newspapers read?", 
"And the similarities?" The answers were qualified with the following words: (differences) interactive (you can 
leave comments), updated (the news is updated throughout the day), more information (presence of hyperlinks).
Regarding the similarities, the respondents emphasized that the headlines of the paper edition are also available 
on the first page of the corresponding website, but during the day, they change. The articles are copied from the 
paper version, but the length of the paper articles is given online by a hyperlink where the reader finds the 
extension of the text. Our conclusion regarding the transposition of the journalistic text from paper version into 
electronic version is given by the same impressions of the readership. The differences are given at this moment 
by the rigors of the support, namely the media. As for the actual texts, neither the readers nor our attentive point 
of view couldn’t identify major differences except the interactivity which really makes the difference between the 
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two as well as the update of information. The same type of analysis is expected because the texts are entirely 
copied from the written version and posted on the online version of the newspaper.
The great power remains in the hands of users. This seizure of power of the user given by the interactive 
features of the support is manifested through the establishment of new relations journalists-readers. We are 
witnessing the rupture of the classic diagram transmitter / receiver: the transmitter, in this case the editorial staff, 
no longer controls the game but provides information that the user can assimilate at his own pace and according 
to a unique individual path. The traditional hierarchical position is doubly challenged. The reader can not only act 
on the sources, but it can also express an opinion in real time and hope to see it taken into account. The website is 
part of a specific temporal space. The temporality of the print and electronic networks is radically different. The 
online press is growing in a space completely open and free of technical constraints inherent to the paper version:
the time of writing and publishing it online. When a journalist writes an article, he must taking into account that 
his copy must enter a measured and inextensible space. The length of an article, even its very existence, is 
determined by the relative importance of the event in the endless stream of news. However, on the Internet, the 
notion of space is no longer needed. Similarly, the editorial deadline is not the same. The time of broadcasting 
and reception of information is no longer governed by temporal imperatives. A written article can keep a longer 
temporal validity insofar as, accessible through a hyperlink, it takes a reference character.
5. Conclusions                  
If at first the newspapers which had sites published online a part of their printed version without really 
exploiting the potential of the Internet, today, the benefits identified are highlighted - less expensive 
communications, finding information more easily and better visibility of newspapers. A big gap appears in the 
context of social and cultural practices of reading thus requiring in our opinion other types of journalistic writing. 
The exchange and use of information in the case of the online press is different: the interactivity is a reality in the 
case of online news, while for the print press, it was only an attempt to interactivity. In addition, the use of the 
online press is different in the type of reading which is offered (selective, fast).
These conditions allowed us to notice that at present, the online Romanian press appears first of all as a 
media associated to the printed press. The online press is currently far from being a media in its own, for the main 
reason that some essential features of any media are still missing. What is lacking to the online newspapers is a 
true business model, a well-defined public clearly identifiable. The Romanian readers are nowadays under 
delimitation. Nothing specific except their age, education and social status. The other important feature that is 
lacking to the online press in order to be a media in its own is the existence of a genuine market, particularly in 
terms of distribution of these newspapers to the general public. At present, the online press doesn’t meet the 
definition of a mass media. However, it gives the background for a cultural and informational industry to 
emergence on the Internet which is verified through a cycle of production, distribution and production of online 
information.
To conclude, we consider this short and brief analysis of old and new media as a small contribution to a 
larger body of work on multimedia, website analytics and digital industrialization of the culture and information.
It's probably one of the major wealth of information and communication sciences, namely the interdisciplinary, 
plurality of views, approaches and policies which they allow. The final question to which we intend to answer in 
the following study that we have undertaken is "The online press: towards new editorial genres? “ This topic 
quite interesting for our thesis still remains to be analyzed in our future studies.
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